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Aquametro

History

Since 1928, the name Aquametro has been synonymous with 

metering technology 

1928 Aquametro AG is founded in Basel Switzerland

1972 Aquametro Belgium SPRL is founded in Brussels

1988 Aquametro Messtechnik GmbH is founded in Germany

2004 Aquametro Representative Office is founded in Tokyo / Japan

2007 Aquametro Korea Ltd is founded in Busan / Korea

2009 Aquametro (S.E.A.) Pte Ltd is founded in Singapore

2010 Aquametro (China) Pte Ltd is founded in Shanghai

2010 Aquametro Representative Office is founded in Mumbai / India

2012 Aquametro is founded in Dubai / UAE

2013 Aquametro Marine GmbH is founded in Rostock / Germany

2017 Aquametro AG changed into Aquametro Oil & Marine AG
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Aquametro Oil & Marine AG today

Who we are

We are a leading company in fuel oil consumption measurement and performance 
monitoring systems in marine and on-/off road business. Besides fuel oil meters, we are 

experts for viscosity measurement and control, shaft power measurement, monitoring 

and management systems for fuel performance and change-over units for fuel (HFO to 

MDO and vice versa). 

Our monitoring and management systems are modular and can be upgraded to generate 

and store reports, with the possibility of on board analysis or it can also be emailed to shore.



All MDO, MGO and HFO driven vessels

Our Markets

and …



All diesel and fuel oil driven vehicles and stationary equipment

Our Markets



Portfolio

our systems and solutions



VZF II/VZO family

Fuel meter



VZO/VZP/VZD/DFM family

Fuel meter



Industrial liquid meter + display

DOMINO



Viscosity system

VISCOMASTER 



Steam valve and controller

STEAM VALVE



Dynamic HFO milling

HOMOGENIZER



Water-In-Fuel Emulsion system

WFE



Shaft power meter

SPM



Automated changeover and Blending unit

NEW DIESELSWITCH



Fuel performance systems

FPS 2.0/FMCC/RMS



System and solutions for

EU MRV and 0.5% Global 

Sulphur Cap regulations



EU MRV Regulation

Regulation (EU) 2015/757 of the European Parliament and of the Council 

of 29 April 2015 

on the monitoring, reporting and verification of carbon dioxide emissions from 

maritime transport, and amending Directive 2009/16/EC

ΚΑΝΟΝΙΣΜΟΣ (ΕΕ) 2015/757 ΤΟΥ ΕΥΡΩΠΑΪΚΟΥ ΚΟΙΝΟΒΟΥΛΙΟΥ ΚΑΙ ΤΟΥ 

ΣΥΜΒΟΥΛΙΟΥ της 29ης Απριλίου 2015 

για την παρακολούθηση, την υποβολή εκθέσεων και επαλήθευση των εκπομπών 

διοξειδίου του άνθρακα από θαλάσσιες μεταφορές και για την τροποποίηση της 

οδηγίας 2009/16/ΕΚ



The Regulation 2015/757 came into force on 1 July 2015 

MRV regulation

Source: Verifavia Shipping

Source: Verifavia Shipping



Which parameters must be monitored and reported?

MRV regulation

Source: Verifavia Shipping



Which fuel monitoring methods are available?

MRV regulation

Source: Verifavia Shipping
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Hardware/Software concept

FPS 2.0

KPI / Data Collection / Reporting
Fuel efficiency for propulsion system

Trend curves

Specific fuel consumption

Propeller curve

Engine performance

Data reporting

EEOI operating Index

CO2 emission monitoring/reporting

Engine performance reporting

Based on:
Fuel specification acc. BDN (bunker delivery note)

Nautical information (ship speed, weather conditions, cargo, trim, etc.) 



KPI – Propeller curve

FPS 2.0



KPI – Propeller curve

FPS 2.0

Hardware concept
Standard PLC with class type approval certificate

Web based open configuration and data visualization

2nd screen in ECR to display main values with status (red / yellow / green)

Data history on board & data export on shore

Standard data interface to communicate with other systems on board to collect and send data

Reporting open configuration, CO2 reporting

Modular design to configure according customer request

Software concept
Free configurable in & outputs, reporting

0-20 mA, 4-20 mA, 0-10V, pulse, NMEA, Modbus Slave

Engine performance or report of available data



IMO 2020

0.5% Global Sulphur Cap



0.5% Global Sulphur Cap

Introduction

Source: DNV GL

The global 0.50% sulphur cap will enter into

force in 2020, and more than 70,000 ships will

be affected by the regulation.

Stricter limits on sulphur (SOx) emissions are

already in place in Emission Control Areas

(ECAs) in Europe and the Americas, and new

control areas are being established in ports

and coastal areas in China.

As a result, ship owners are weighing their

options to ensure compliance.



2020 sulphur cap: Preparing crews for PSC spot sampling

PSC Spot Sampling

Be aware:

In light of the 2020 sulphur cap, the frequency of port state control (PSC) taking spot samples of a 

ship’s fuel oil to verify its sulphur content is expected to increase significantly after 1 January 2020 
and shipowners should prepare their ships and crew accordingly.

Methods of verifying compliance: PSC has essentially two methods of establishing whether a ship is 

compliant: 

- Verify the sulphur content of the ship’s fuel, e.g. by reviewing procedures, bunker delivery notes 

(BDN), log book recordings, analyse the MARPOL delivered sample, and taking additional samples at 

different locations of the fuel oil system.

- Measure the sulphur content in the ship’s exhaust gas, e.g. by use of remote sensing equipment such 

as sulphur-sniffing drones or similar monitoring equipment placed at strategic locations on shore.

Source: SIGNALS Summer 2018/ISSUE 112



Drones monitoring sulphur%

Danish Maritime Authority 2019

EMSA’s service of Remotely Piloted Aircraft Systems (RPAS) is now being used by the

Danish authorities to monitor ship emissions around the area of the Great Belt where many

large tankers transit on their way to and from the Baltic Sea. The RPAS will specifically

measure the ships’ sulphur emissions to check compliance with EU rules governing the

sulphur content of marine fuel.

The RPAS is fitted with a gas sensor, known as a sniffer, which is capable of measuring

individual ship’s sulphur emissions. By flying in the plume of the ship, the RPAS can

estimate the amount of sulphur in the fuel. This data is transferred immediately to the

Danish authorities for follow-up, and reporting in THETIS-EU in the event that the ship may

not be complying with the legal requirements of the European Emission Control Area (ECA).



2020 Global Sulphur Cap

The Challenge

For the 2020 deadline, there are in essence four choices available:

Switching from high-sulphur fuel oil (HSFO) to marine gas oil (MGO) or distillates

Using very-low-sulphur fuel oil or compliant fuel blends (0.50% sulphur)

Retrofitting vessels to use alternative fuels such as LNG or other sulphur-free fuels

Installing exhaust gas cleaning systems (scrubbers), which allows operation on regular HSFO

Source: DNV GL
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IMO 

Compliant fuel



COMPLIANCE OPTION 1: BURN DISTILLATES (low Sulphur)

The Challenge

Marine fuels are categorised as being either a distillate or a residual. Distillates are the lighter grade fuels from the refining 

process, the most common being marine gas oil (MGO/DMA 0.1%) and marine diesel oil (MDO/DMB 0.5%).

Pros
- No major modifications or capex (capital expenditure) needed - usually limited to minor system modification and tank cleaning

- Relatively simple changeover process between 0.5% and 0.1% fuels when transiting ECAs

- Reduced engine maintenance demands and reduced risk of engine failure

Cons
- Forecasted high cost – the difference in price between high Sulphur residuals and compliant MGO is expected to increase  

significantly post-2020

- Concerns about refineries’ abilities to meet demand in 2020

- Potential problems with low temperature flow characteristics of some distillates

- Over-rating of vessel steam generation capacity as there will be no longer any need to heat fuel – possibly leading to vessels 

having to dump steam due to no heat sink

Source: SIGNALS Summer 2018/ISSUE 112



COMPLIANCE OPTION 2: BURN HYBRIDS OR BLENDS

The Challenge

A number of producers have developed or are developing compliant products which are heavier than MGO and MDO but lighter 

than the residual fuel oils that are currently used.

Some are specially-produced products and are commonly referred to as ‘hybrid’ fuels. Other products are the result of blending, 

producing a heavy distillate or light residual blend.

It may be possible that a 0.5%S residual fuel (e.g. 380cst) could be produced from either refining sweet crudes or from sour crudes 

undergoing a desulphurization process. But there are currently no plans to make this widely available as a marine fuel.

Pros
- No major modifications or capex needed - usually limited to minor system modification and tank cleaning 

- Expected to be cheaper than distillate fuels

Cons
- Concerns about refineries’ abilities to meet demand in 2020

- Uncertain supply can lead to price volatility

- Heavier fuels may contain cat fines

- Some fuels may require onboard treatment, such as centrifugal separation, viscosity control and heating

- Some products fall outside the specified grades in ISO 8217

- Higher risk of incompatibility if using different blends or hybrids

Source: SIGNALS Summer 2018/ISSUE 112



COMPLIANCE OPTION 3: BURN LNG 

The Challenge

One of the main drivers for shipowners to turn to LNG as a marine fuel is that it emits zero SOx and virtually zero particulate matter. 

LNG is natural gas - predominantly methane (CH4) - in liquid form. Exact composition depends on source and generally contains a mix of 

heavier hydrocarbons (such as butane and ethane) with some contaminants such as CO2, water and nitrogen. 

To make storage and handling manageable, it is condensed into a liquid at close to atmospheric pressure by cooling it to approx. -162°C. 

Pros
- Generally regarded as a very clean fuel and may be more resilient to any future changes in environmental legislation than the 

alternatives. 

- Lower fuel costs

- Green credentials

Cons
- Relatively high capex (upgrade to gas or dual-fuel engines and storage and handling system )with expected long payback period 

- Limited infrastructure of LNG supply therefore restricting worldwide trading 

- Bunkering challenges – higher risk operation and strictly controlled 

- High delivery costs push up the real cost of fuel 

- Lower energy density compared with traditional marine fuels – therefore more volume needed 

- The global warming potential (GWP) of methane is significantly higher than CO2

- Large tanks and restrictions on their position can result in loss of cargo carrying capacity 

- Crew will require additional training in bunkering, storing and managing LNG 

Source: SIGNALS Summer 2018/ISSUE 112



COMPLIANCE OPTION 4: INSTALL Scrubber Systems

The Challenge

Exhaust Gas Cleaning Systems (EGCS) are commonly referred to as scrubbers. These systems effectively wash the exhaust gas to 

remove sulphur dioxides and particulate matter. Post-2020, vessels operating an EGCS can continue to legally burn fuels with a 

sulphur content of greater than 0.5%. 

Systems are categorised as open loop, closed loop or hybrid. 

Pros 
- Capex typically US$3-5m with payback period expected to be reasonably short 

- Expected low fuel costs – some market analysts have forecast high sulphur fuels to plummet in 2020 

- The lower fuel costs may make the vessel more attractive to time charterers 

Cons
- Systems and equipment take up a lot of space 

- High power demands resulting in around a 3-5% increase in fuel consumption 

- Concerns about maintenance demands and reliability which could result in periods of non-compliance 

- The long term viability of EGCS could be impacted by any future legislation on wastewater effluent discharge standards 

- The availability of high sulphur fuels post- 2020 is unknown and some refineries could divert streams elsewhere if not profitable 

- The time required to retrofit EGCS on an existing vessels could take several weeks and require the vessel to be out of service 

Source: SIGNALS Summer 2018/ISSUE 112



Customer survey on different choices

The Challenge



Sulphur content control in fuel oils

Fuel Management

Our technical SOLUTION

NEW DIESEL SWITCH
- Sulphur content control in the fuel

- Control of different fuel types

- SOx emission control fuel blending

HOMOGENIZER
- Prevent fuel sludge in booster system

- Combustion improvement



NEW DIESEL SWITCH

FUEL MANAGEMENT

NEW DIESEL SWITCH
- Sulphur content control in the fuel

- Control of different fuel types

- SOx emission control fuel blending



NEW DIESEL SWITCH

FUEL MANAGEMENT

Features
- Simplest and universal design / turn keyproduct

- Automatic fuel change over or permanently controlled fuel blending

- Full DNVGL type approval certifcate

- Saving fuel costs

- Control temperature rise - fuel on engine

- Full data visualization and storage

- Additional GPS-position available

Benefts
- Fast and safe fuel switching

- Continuous blending possible

- High ship availability and safety inmaneuvering area’s

- Complies with MARPOL regulations

- Easy installation / short downtime

- Prevent thermal damage on engine



Homogenizer

FUEL MANAGEMENT

The Homogenizer is a dynamic milling machine which 

can be used in the fuel system on board ships. 

It is designed to improve your fuel quality which will lead 

to a better combustion and less maintenance. 

Furthermore it can reduce sludge in case of fuel 

incompatibility. Increase the amount of burnable fuel in 

case of bad fuel quality. 

The Homogenizer has a high saving potential. 



Homogenizer

FUEL MANAGEMENT

Features
- Cont. homogenizing by shearing of asphaltene clusters

- Pure mechanical & no chemical treatment

- Continuous generation of water in fuel emulsion

- Sludge treatment on board

- Fuel treatment in fuel circulating system reduce sludge

Benefts
- Reduction of sludge

- Increases amount of burnable fuel

- Less wear and tear on engine components

- Ind. optimization of combustion process

- Prevent sludge in case of fuel incompatibility

- Fuel treatment / conditioning

- Better fuel quality for combustion

- Less clogged filters 



Utilize IMO-compliant fuel with a maximum sulphur content of 0.5% (LSF)

Choice 1 & 2

Control of different fuel oil types



Utilize IMO-compliant fuel with a maximum sulphur content of 0.5% (LSF)

Choice 1 & 2



Choice 1&2

• Increase fuel oil 

viscosity up to 18 

cSt

Reduce the fuel 

oil temperature

•Reduce engine load 

down to 25-40%

Low fuel oil 

consumption 

and slow 

changeover 

process

•Stop trace heating

No additional 

thermal load in    

fuel oil

•Stop preheating of 

fuel oil No additional 

thermal load in 

fuel oil

•Start MDO 

cooler

Cool down 

MDO, 

increase

viscosity and

reduce

thermal 

stress

Traditional fuel oil changeover by rules

Manual fuel oil changeover time of up 
to 6 hours including lot of manual steps

HIGH HUMAN RISK!!

Saving potential considering FUEL OIL CHANGEOVER process from 0.5% to 0.1%

Aquametro Oil & Marine solution

Automated fuel oil changeover time of 
approx. 1.5 hours fully process & 
alarm controlled by New Diesel Switch 

NO HUMAN RISK!!



Retrofitting vessels to use alternative fuels such as LNG or other sulphur-free fuels

Choice 3

No AOM solution available !



Installing scrubber, which allows operation on regular HSFO

Choice 4

SOx emission control

fuel oil blending

Saving effects

Fuel oil cost and fuel oil saving

potential up to 10% considering

the Fuel Oil Blending Process



Installing scrubber, which allows operation on regular HSFO

Choice 4



Installing scrubber, which allows operation on regular HSFO

Choice 4

Why using NEW DIESEL SWITCH when the vessel is designed to be equipped with a Scrubber?

Scrubber needs to be shut off when:

- Scrubber is not running at optimum, because right salinity % is missing,

- the scrubber has no more capacity or 

- washwater flow is not regulated over frequency controlled pumps

Scrubber can continue to work when sulphur content in fuel is lowered through blending.

Different fuel are usually available on board of a scrubber equipped vessel of up to 3.5% Sulphur content.

With NEW DIESEL SWITCH, every Sulphur content between 0.1% and 3.5% can be blended!

In future, Scrubber could be designed to 80% of drive power and the additional 20% needed for max 

power in a short period, NEW DIESELSWITCH can blend acc. to the values of needed SOx emission.

This would save investment cost, space, weight and operation cost!



SUMMARY

• Environmental Regulations are in place or will be in force in 2020

• More Regulations on Sulphur CAO, NOx, CO2 might come in future

• AQUAMETRO OIL & MARINE has already the solutions for fuel treatment 
and measurement for all present and upcoming Regulation

- FLOWMETER

- VISCOSITY

- NEW DIESEL SWITCH

- HOMOGENIZER

- SHAFTWPOER/TORQUE

- MONITORING SOFTWARE

• Let us be your partner in future.



Get in Touch

Aquametro Oil & Marine AG
Ringstrasse 75

CH-4106 Therwil

P +41 61 725 44 00

Aquametro Oil & Marine GmbH
Friedrich-Barnewitz-Str. 11

D-18119 Rostock / Germany

P +49 381 382 530 00

www.aquametro-oil-marine.com

AOM Hellas
AMS Advanced Marine Solutions
52, Delfon str.

16561 Glyfada, Athens

P +30 210 9627 185

info@amarsolutions.gr

www.amarsolutions.gr


